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Abstract
We examine the impact of dark trading and order flow
segmentation on market quality in Canada. A new
regulation requiring dark orders to offer price
improvement over displayed prices virtually eliminated
intermediation of retail orders in the dark, but did not
impact other dark trading. Exploiting the differential
reaction, we show that segmentation of retail orders
harms lit liquidity.

After the rule change retail traders receive less price
improvement, retail brokers pay higher exchange fees
and institutions experience lower lit and higher dark fill
rates and higher implementation shortfall. High
frequency traders earn higher fee revenues. Exchange
revenues are unchanged.
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D

ark trading (trading without pre-trade
transparency) is a common feature of modern
markets. Over the last decade, as markets
have become more electronic and advanced data
analysis tools have made it easier to detect trading
intentions, traders have increasingly sought to execute
their orders without displaying them to the public. The
desire to trade in the dark is now facilitated by both
specialized venues known as “dark pools” and by dark
order types on “lit” markets. Today dark trading
accounts for a substantial fraction of trading volume in
most world markets. 1

there are considerable differences in the way in which
the venues facilitate dark trading. We exploit this
variation to expand our understanding of dark trading.
Using proprietary trader-level data provided by the
Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada
(IIROC), which allows us to classify traders into four
categories: retail, high frequency, institutional and
others, we are also able to examine the differential
impact of the rule change on each of these groups of
traders. Our analysis is in the spirit of Biais, Hillion and
Spatt (1995) in that it exploits a rich data set enabling
us to describe in detail how different types of traders
use dark liquidity and how its use changes in response
to a rule change.

Dark trading and its regulation are critically important
issues in modern markets, yet many questions about its
impact remain unanswered. Regulators around the
world are grappling to determine the most appropriate
regulatory regime to ensure that they maximize the
benefits associated with dark trading, whilst minimizing
any potential costs. Although empirical analysis
examining these questions is limited, regulators in
Europe, Canada and Australia sought to constrain dark
trading, 2 while other regulators such as the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) has not taken any
direct action. 3

The price improvement rule dramatically impacts dark
trading in Canada. In the weeks following the
introduction of the rule on October 15, 2012 the share
of dark activity declines sharply, from 9.3% to 5.4% of
dollar trading volume (excluding pre-arranged block
trades, which were unaffected by the new regulation).
Before the change in regulations, about three quarters
of all dark dollar volume was executed in two dark
pools. After the change one of these dark pools, which
we refer to as market Ad, experiences a significant
decline in its volume share from 4.6% to 0.8%, whereas
volume on the other dark pool, which we refer to as
market D, remains unchanged at 2.5%. Our trader-level
analysis shows that aggressive order flow on market Ad
comes exclusively from retail traders 4, while liquidity
supply is from both high frequency (27%) and other

We contribute to the regulatory debate by using the
introduction of a price improvement rule in Canada to
examine the impact of dark trading on order flow
segmentation and market quality. The Canadian
market comprises multiple competing venues, with
substantial variation in market structure. In particular,

For example, Rosenblatt Securities report that in the U.S. in September 2015, dark pools account for 16.25% of
consolidated volume, and hidden orders on exchange account for 6.54% of consolidated volume. A further 17.01% is
executed off-exchange and reported to the Trade Reporting Facility.

1

European regulators proposed caps on the level of dark trading, both for individual venues and the market in aggregate
which will be implemented in as part of MiFID II in January 2017. Canadian and Australian regulators introduced a
requirement for dark orders to offer minimum price improvement over the national best bid and offer (NBBO).

2

However, as part of the planned “Tick Size Pilot”, the SEC will implement a price improvement rule (referred to as a tradeat rule in the US) for securities in one of the Test Groups.

3

Marketplace Ad was designed to only accept marketable orders from retail investors. It later expanded its functionality,
but liquidity providers retained the option to only trade against retail marketable orders.

4
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(70%) traders. In contrast, on market D, the demand
for liquidity is split across the four categories, while
liquidity supply is from all groups other than retail
traders.

traders are able to successfully act as a DPMM in this
market without being “fast.”
We also find that the intermediation score is significant
in predicting whether or not a trader reduces their
liquidity provision in the dark after the introduction of
the MPIR, while the trader types are not significant
after controlling for the intermediation score. Further,
the fraction of intermediated volume in the dark
predicts the decline in dark trading after the MPIR
change. Stocks with higher levels of intermediation
exhibit larger declines in the level of dark trading.

This trader-level view provides a preliminary indication
that the differential impact of the rule is due to
differences in the types of traders and in the nature of
liquidity provision in the two dark pools. 5 In particular,
we hypothesize that a pool with a high level of
intermediation will be adversely impacted by the
minimum price improvement rule (MPIR), while a pool
with natural or, un-intermediated liquidity will be
largely unaffected.

An outstanding question is what happens to the order
flow that was routed to market Ad prior to the rule
change? It is unlikely that retail investors are aware of
the introduction of the MPIR given that their brokers
typically handle routing decisions, therefore we do not
expect any change in retail order flow (to brokers) as a
result of the rule change. Knowing that the rule
reduced incentives for liquidity supply on market Ad,
we expect that retail brokers will route retail orders to
the market with the lowest take fee, which is lit market,
Al. 6 Consistent with this expectation we document a
significant increase in aggressive retail flow on market
Al after the rule change. The high frequency traders
that had been acting as DPMMs in market Ad before
the rule change, anticipating the increase in retail order
flow on market Al, began providing liquidity on this lit
venue. 7 We document a statistically significant
increase in displayed dollar depth on market Al after
the rule change. By instrumenting the fraction of the
aggressive volume that retail traders trade on Al with
the cross-sectional level of Ad market share pre-event,

To test this hypothesis, we calculate an intermediation
score for dark pool traders based on their order
submissions, and classify traders based on their preevent intermediation score. Where a traders’
intermediation score indicates that they consistently
post dark limit orders on both sides of the market we
label them as a ‘dark pool market maker’ (DPMM). This
analysis provides a sharp contrast between the venues.
Before the introduction of the MPIR, market Ad is a
highly intermediated venue, with almost 90% of the
liquidity supply coming from traders that we designate
as DPMMs. In contrast, in market D less than 20% of
trading was intermediated. After the introduction of
the MPIR, the level of intermediation fell to 38% and
1% in market Ad and market D, respectively. It is
noteworthy that only about 30% of the intermediated
liquidity supply in market Ad is attributable to high
frequency traders, with the balance attributable to
other, low frequency intermediaries. This suggests that

We are not able to determine why the two dark markets exhibit ex-ante differences in liquidity provision or why
institutional traders concentrate on a single dark market. A possible explanation may stem from coordination and network
externalities considerations.
5

Battalio, Corwin and Jennings (2014) provide evidence from the US market which suggests that broker routing decisions
are influenced by exchange make-take fees.
6

It is noteworthy that most of the other or slow DPMMs did not switch to Al but instead stopped providing liquidity,
suggesting that they are at a disadvantage to high frequency market makers in a lit market.

7
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we show that the change in retail trader flow to Al
causes the increase in dollar-depth on market Al.

volumes are low in this market). Finally, we observe
that packages of trades on the same side of the market
(often spread over a number of days) submitted by
institutional and other traders face a higher execution
shortfall after the rule change.

Despite the substantial increase in dollar depth on
market Al, we do not find evidence of a statistically
significant change in market depth in aggregate across
all venues. Similarly, we do not find any evidence of a
change in the NBBO.

Our research offers insights to regulators and policy
makers in markets yet to implement dark trading rules.
These insights are perhaps most relevant in the US,
where the features of market Ad before the rule
change strongly resemble the retail internalization
market. Specifically, market Ad segments aggressive
retail order flow into a venue where liquidity is supplied
by fast and slow intermediaries seeking to earn the
spread and trade against uninformed order flow. If the
economics of market making in the U.S are similar to
the economics for the intermediaries in market Ad, the
results suggest that U.S. wholesale market makers may
also reduce liquidity supply in the dark in the presence
of a trade-at rule. The Canadian evidence suggests that
this would in turn increase liquidity on lit markets. In
contrast to wholesaler liquidity, lit market liquidity is
available to all traders.

Our trader-level data also allows us to go beyond an
analysis of aggregate market quality to assess who won
and lost as a result of the introduction of the new rule.
Before the rule change, retail traders, who trade their
marketable orders on market Ad receive, on average,
10% of the bid-ask spread as price improvement. After
the rule change, the minimum price improvement is, by
design, 50% of the spread, but this improvement is
received much less frequently. Estimating the
combined effect, we find that although the per-trade
improvement increases, in aggregate retail traders
receive significantly less price improvement after the
change. Although statistically significant, the economic
magnitude of this decline is relatively small falling from
around $102 to $56 per stock per day. The effective
spread for their marketable orders, without taking
exchange trading fees into account, is statistically
unchanged. However, the taker fees paid increase as a
result of the shift from Ad to Al. These costs are
typically absorbed by the retail brokers, rather than
passed on to their clients; therefore, the retail brokers
incur higher costs of execution as a result of the rule
change.

1. DARK TRADING LITERATURE
Our research adds new insights to those already
learned from the important and growing body of
empirical and theoretical work on dark trading. Most
theoretical studies of dark pools focus on nonintermediated dark trading, modeling dark pools as
markets where natural buyers and sellers meet.
Hendershott and Mendelson (2000) show that trading
in a crossing network imposes two competing
externalities, “liquidity-begets-liquidity” and “crowding
out”, and that it may raise or lower spreads on the
public exchange. Degryse, Van Achter and Wuyts
(2009) expand on this idea in a dynamic setting,
focusing on the welfare implications of a crossing
network. Zhu (2014) argues that informed traders face
higher costs of non-execution in dark pools, relative to
uninformed; and that adding a dark pool alongside an
exchange positively contributes to price discovery by
concentrating informed trading on the exchange. Buti,

For high-frequency traders, we find no evidence of
changes to their returns from trading, but we observe a
significant increase in their income from maker rebates.
Again, this result is intuitive because makers receive
higher rebates on lit markets compared to dark
markets, arguably because displayed liquidity is more
valuable.
Institutional traders find it easier to get dark orders
filled, and this change is driven by market D where they
face less competition from DPMMs. We find no
evidence for changes in their market wide fill rates for
passive lit orders, but observe that fill rates for
institutions decline in market C (although institutional
4

Rindi, and Werner (2015) find that the presence of a
continuous dark pool leads to deterioration of liquidity
in visible, public markets. Buti, Consonni, Rindi, Wen,
and Werner (2015) predict theoretically that “queue
jumping”, which they define as the possibility of
undercutting limit order prices by less than a penny in a
dark pool, is associated with improved market quality
for liquid stocks and with worse market quality for
illiquid stocks. Brolley (2015) relates directly to the
event studied in this paper as he theoretically models
the impact of a price improvement rule in a market
with intermediated dark trading. In his model, the
impact of the price improvement depends on the
required price improvement, and dark trading ceases to
exist if dark trades can only occur at the midpoint.

trading venues based on trading costs and execution
uncertainty, with dark midpoint venues being at the top
of the pecking order, dark non-midpoint in the middle,
and lit venues at the bottom. They find, theoretically
and empirically, that as urgency increases, investors
shift their order flow towards venues that are lower in
the pecking order. In our setting investors are denied
the choice to make this trade-off after the rule change.
The work closest to ours is a recent paper by Foley and
Putnins (2016) who study dark trading using the same
regulatory change. 8 Our work has a different focus, but
our findings help put their conclusions in context. Our
findings illustrate, in particular, that aggregating dark
trading across all venues, as in Foley and Putnins,
obfuscates the reasons for the decline in dark trading
after the MPIR, and that an aggregate market-level
analysis is too coarse to identify the impact of this
decline. Our trader-level analysis shows that the drop
in dark trading after the MPIR is driven exclusively by a
single trading venue, market Ad, where all marketable
orders are from retail investors. Since the main impact
of the MPIR stems from the treatment of retail order
flow and the behavior of intermediaries providing
liquidity to this order flow, using this rule change to
study the impact of dark trading in the aggregate may
lead to spurious conclusions. We therefore use the
MPIR to derive causal conclusions with respect to the
impact and importance of retail participation (or lack
thereof) in the lit market. We show that before the
MPIR retail flow was segmented into a dark venue (Ad)
where intermediaries were able to earn a fraction of
the spread by providing liquidity to these relatively
uninformed investors. After the MPIR, most retail flow
is redirected to a single lit marketplace (Al). This
particular market - but not the aggregate market shows a strong improvement in liquidity. It is
important to understand that, although the drop in
dark trading is driven by the withdrawal of

The existing empirical literature examines dark trading
in a range of contexts. Buti, Rindi and Werner (2011)
examine dark pool trading in 11 US dark pools and find
higher dark pool activity in more liquid securities, and,
contemporaneously, more dark trading when spreads
are narrow and depth high. Ready (2014) studies dark
trading in two U.S. crossing networks which cater to
institutional investors and finds lower usage in stocks
with high adverse selection risk and high proportional
spreads. Kwan, Masulis and McInish (2015) show that
dark pools in the U.S. attract more order flow in stocks
because they enable traders to trade on a price grid
smaller than the minimum tick size specified for
exchanges. Degryse, de Jong and van Kervel (2015)
study internalized and dark pool trading in Dutch
stocks, reporting a negative association between dark
trading and market-wide liquidity measures.
Comerton-Forde and Putnins (2015) study the impact
of dark trading and price discovery in Australia and find
that, while small amounts of dark trading improve price
discovery, when a large percentage of volume trades in
the dark, price discovery is hampered. Menkveld,
Yueshen, and Zhu (2016) predict that investors sort

An IIROC staff study by Devani, Anderson and Zhang (2015) uses the same sample and method as Foley and Putnins, but
reaches different conclusions regarding the effects of dark trading on market quality for the aggregate market. Given their
results are consistent with our results we focus only on the differences between our study and Foley and Putnins.
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intermediaries, the causal effect for lit liquidity is not
the dark liquidity but rather the increase in retail
participation in the lit market.

Alternative Trading Systems (ATS). Securities trading
and the activities of market participants in Canada are
regulated by the Investment Industry Regulatory
Organization of Canada (IIROC) 11 and are governed by
the Universal Market Integrity Rules (UMIR).

The prevalence of retail order intermediation on the
most affected dark market, Ad, also presents a
challenge for Foley and Putnins’ disaggregation of dark
trading into “one-sided” and “two-sided” dark trading, 9
with which they aim to analyze the differential impact
of dark midpoint crossing systems and dark limit order
books. Given that trades on market Ad were almost
exclusively against retail marketable orders, the decline
in the off-midpoint dark trading identified by Foley and
Putnins on this market cannot proxy for a decline in
generic “dark limit order market” trading. Similarly,
midpoint trades on market Ad cannot be interpreted as
trades in “dark midpoint crossing systems”, because
liquidity providers on this market do not trade against
each other, irrespective of the price, but opt to only
trade against marketable retail orders.

Most of the core elements of the UMIR are similar to
those governing trading in the U.S. equities markets.
Brokers and marketplaces are required to respect the
order protection rule, which mandates that orders
must be routed to the marketplace with the best-priced
orders available on lit markets. Brokers are also subject
to obligations regarding best execution for client
orders. 12
In the context of our study, there are three critical
differences between trading rules in the U.S and
Canada. First, the order protection rule in Canada
applies to the whole-of-book rather than the top-ofbook as is the case in the US. Second, Canada also
imposes a strict version of an order exposure rule, 13
with few exceptions. This rule requires that client
orders below a certain size be immediately sent to a
marketplace that publicly displays prices. This rule
severely limits the practice of broker internalization,
which occurs when a broker trades against their
customer’s order instead of sending the order to a
public marketplace, and the practice of selling retail

2. THE INSTITUTIONAL SETTING
RULES GOVERNING TRADING IN
CANADA
The Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) is the primary listing
venue for large companies in Canada. 10 Like other
major markets around the world, trading in TSX-listed
stocks is fragmented across multiple exchanges and

Foley and Putnins classify all trades that occur at the midpoint of the NBBO as “one-sided”, and all trades that occur within
the spread but away from the midpoint as “two-sided.” We provide a detailed discussion of this approach and the empirical
challenges associated with it in section A1 of our Internet Appendix which is available at
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/25325521/CanadaDarkInternetAppendix.pdf
9

10

Small and mid-cap companies are typically listed on the TSX Venture exchange.

11

IIROC is a self-regulatory organization that oversees dealers and trading activities and performs real-time market
surveillance.
12

National Instrument 23-101 formulates the order-protection rule; UMIR 5.1 outlines the framework for best execution
practices. The order-protection rule differs slightly from its U.S. counterpart, but we believe that the differences are
immaterial for our analysis.

13

See UMIR 6.3 and related guidance notes.
6

orders to market makers. 14 Third, unlike the US,
Canadian marketplaces are allowed to offer brokerpreferencing on the market’s order book. This practice
allows incoming orders to a marketplace to match with
other orders from the same broker-dealer ahead of
similarly priced orders from other broker-dealers,
without regard to time priority. To take advantage of
broker-preferencing, brokers must elect to publicly
display broker IDs when submitting their orders. 15

to marketable orders that were subject to the order
exposure rule.
Finally, trades may be pre-arranged off-exchange,
before entering orders on a public marketplace, but
these trades must still be executed on a public
marketplace, respecting all the applicable rules. Prearranged trades thus typically involve orders that are
large enough so that they were not subject to the order
exposure rule or to the new price improvement rule.
We omit such trades from our analysis.

Dark trading in Canada is subject to restrictions that are
similar to rules in other jurisdictions. First, consistent
with the principles set out by the International
Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), dark
orders have lower execution priority than visible orders
at the same price. 16 All trades in Canada, including dark
trades, are subject to full and immediate post-trade
transparency.

ii. Regulation changes
On October 15, 2012, IIROC implemented two
changes to its rules and regulations. First, IIROC
amended its rules on dark liquidity, and, in particular,
introduced an additional rule regarding the entry and
exposure of orders. This new rule, UMIR 6.6, titled
“Provision of Price Improvement by a Dark Order,”
requires that marketable orders that are at or below 50
standard trading units or $100,000 in value and that
trade against a non-transparent order must be
provided with a price improvement upon the national
best bid and offer prices by at least one trading
increment, or by half an increment if the bid-ask spread
is one trading increment. For securities that are priced
above $1, the trading increment is 1 cent and a trading
unit is 100 shares. The rule mandates that dark orders
offer a price that is 1 cent better (1/2 cent for 1 cent

Second, the order exposure rule dictates that passive
client orders that are below a certain size can only be
posted as dark if the client explicitly directs the broker
to so do. 17 It is our understanding that during our
sample period most brokers did not offer (passive) dark
trading as an option to their retail customers; the order
exposure rule does not prohibit sending clients’
marketable orders to dark venues. The change in dark
trading regulations on October 15, 2012, which we
describe in detail below, introduced a price
improvement rule, which required that dark orders
provide meaningful price improvement over the NBBO

14

Battalio, Corwin, and Jennings (2014) report that U.S. brokers systematically sell all of their retail marketable orders to
market makers (wholesalers). It is our understanding that Canadian broker-dealers did not follow this practice during our
sample period, although some entered or considered entering into such arrangements with U.S. wholesalers later. In late
2014, IIROC published a guidance note clarifying that U.S. wholesalers do not satisfy the definition of a regulated public
market, effectively banning the practice of selling Canadian retail order flow to the U.S. See also
http://www.osc.gov.on.ca/en/NewsEvents_nr_20141215_concerns-routing-retail-equity-orders.html

15

Broker-preferencing is subject to several restrictions, e.g., UMIR 5.3 (Client Priority) restricts entering non-client orders at
the same or better prices as client orders.
16

See IOSCO “Principles on Dark Liquidity” http://www.iosco.org/news/pdf/IOSCONEWS210.pdf

The order exposure rule applies to orders that are received by the participant (e.g., the broker). It is the obligation of the
participant to ensure compliance with the rule when the received order is at or below 50 standard trading units (for
securities in our sample, 5,000 shares); there is also an exemption for orders of more than $100,000 in value.
17
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bid-ask spreads) than the best price posted across the
visible marketplaces. IIROC further clarified that this
rule does not apply to the hidden portion of so-called
iceberg orders. 18 The rule change is referred to as the
minimum price improvement rule (MPIR).

Marketplace A operates a public limit order book, which
we refer to as market Al, and a dark pool facility, which
we refer to as market Ad. Al allows lit and partially
hidden (iceberg) limit orders. Broker preferencing is
allowed provided the broker chooses to publicly display
its broker ID when submitting the order. In the dark
pool Ad, traders interact using two types of orders:
dark orders and seek dark liquidity (SDL) orders. Dark
orders are limit orders that remain in the dark pool
facility until they are executed or cancelled. SDL orders
are liquidity taking: an SDL order that is not filled
immediately by a resting dark order cannot remain in
Ad. Critically for our analysis, dark limit orders are
available to all market participants, whereas SDL orders
are available exclusively to retail investors.

Second, IIROC repealed a set of short sell restrictions
for non-cross-listed securities. This rule change did not
affect cross-listed securities because these were
already exempt from the repealed restrictions.
We examine the impact of the MPIR. We therefore
consider only cross-listed securities to ensure that our
analysis is not confounded by changes in the short
selling rules.

iii. Marketplaces and their trading
rules before and after the change in
regulation

Dark orders that are posted in Ad must be priced
relative to the national best bid and offer (NBBO), and
traders are required to offer price improvement over
the NBBO. Prior to the implementation of the dark
liquidity rules on October 15, 2012, traders had a
choice between offering price improvement of 10% or
50% of the prevailing NBBO. After October 15, 2012,
the price improvement was exogenously set at 50% of
the spread. Dark orders that offer a 10% improvement
are matched continuously against incoming SDL orders.
Dark orders that offer 50% improvement may choose
to interact (i) only with incoming SDL orders, (ii) only
with other dark orders, whether resting or incoming, or
(iii) with both SDL and dark orders.

The data in our sample contains observations
for eight marketplaces. These marketplaces are
separately, but anonymously identified in our data, and
we label them as marketplaces A to H. During our
sample period (from August 27 to November 30, 2012),
marketplaces A, B, C, and D account for 20.5%, 56.3%,
16.4%, and 3.3% of the dollar volume traded,
respectively. Marketplaces E to H jointly account for
less than 3.5% market share. We therefore exclude
marketplaces E to H from most of our analysis. 19
Only marketplaces A and D are impacted by the
introduction of the MPIR. Below we provide a detailed
explanation of the dark trading features of
marketplaces A and D, including details of how these
marketplaces were impacted by the introduction of the
dark liquidity rules. The institutional arrangements in
place in the other marketplaces are described in
section A2 of the Internet Appendix.

18

On the same date the dark liquidity rules were altered,
marketplace A also amended the way in which SDL
orders operated. Prior to October 15, 2012, an SDL
order that did not find a match with a dark order in
marketplace Ad would be routed to other marketplaces
according to the broker’s instructions. After October
15, 2012, SDL orders were automatically routed to the
public limit order book for marketplace Al, provided

An iceberg or reserve order is an order that displays only a portion of its full size.

Although readers familiar with the Canadian market will be able to identify these marketplaces based on these market
shares, our confidentiality agreement prohibits us from naming the marketplaces in the paper.
19
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that Al was quoting the best price on the relevant side
of the market, and were only routed to other
marketplaces if an execution was not found on
marketplace Al. Although we cannot separately assess
the impact of the change in functionality of this order
type, we note that marketplace Al had the lowest fees
for taking liquidity among the major lit marketplaces
(see Table A.I in the Internet Appendix for details of
exchange make-take fees), and it was therefore
arguably most attractive for liquidity taking orders
before and after the rule change. We therefore expect
retail brokers to prefer to route orders to marketplace
Al regardless of Al’s change in routing practices.

trading on all regulated Canadian marketplaces. Each
order-related record includes, in particular:
•
•
•

•

Marketplace D is a dark pool that allows traders to
interact using two types of orders. These order types
are similar to those in marketplace Ad, but with no
restrictions on the type of traders that can use these
orders. First, traders may submit passive dark orders
that remain in the dark pool until they are executed or
cancelled. Second, traders may submit aggressive,
liquidity taking orders that are either executed
immediately against a passive dark order or cancelled.
Dark passive orders are priced relative to the NBBO and
offer price improvement on the NBBO. Prior to October
15, 2012, traders had a choice to offer price
improvement of either 20% or 50% of the NBBO. After
October 15, 2012, Market D mandated a 50% price
improvement so that all trades occurred at the
midpoint of the NBBO. All dark orders continuously
trade against the incoming IOC orders. Dark orders that
offer 50% price improvement may additionally interact
with each other, according to a periodic matching
mechanism.

the marketplace where the order was sent
(masked).
size, price, and the direction (buy or sell) of an
order.
broker ID (masked), user ID (masked), and
account type (e.g., specialist, client, optionstrader, or inventory).
other characteristics, including the duration of
an order (for instance, good-till-cancel or
immediate-or-cancel), whether an order was
transparent or non-transparent, whether the
order was a SDL order, and a unique identifier
for each order.

For trades, the data additionally specifies the
aggressive (liquidity-demanding) and passive (liquidityproviding) side of a trade. The data also identifies
intentional broker-crosses—these trades are usually
arranged off-exchange but they must be executed on a
public marketplace. The information for marketplaces,
brokers and users is masked. The masking is applied
consistently so that the same marketplace, broker and
user are always assigned the same identifier.
Marketplaces’ time-stamps are generally reported with
millisecond precision, although marketplace B reported
only at hundredth-of-a-second precision until October
15, 2012. Brogaard, Hendershott, and Riordan (2015),
Korajczyk and Murphy (2015) and IIROC (2014) contain
further information about the data.

ii. Sample
Our analysis covers the period August 27 to November
30, 2012, (i.e. seven weeks before and after the event

3. DATA AND SAMPLE
i. Data
The data for this study is provided by the Investment
Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC).
The dataset contains detailed records on all trades,
orders, order cancellations, order amendments, and
updates to marketplaces’ best bid and offer quotes
from IIROC’s real-time surveillance system, for all
9

date, October 15, 2012). 20 We end the sample on
November 30 to avoid confounding effects that may
stem from a connection speed update implemented by
the primary market, the TSX, on December 1, 2012. We
restrict attention to cross-listed securities because on
the event date, October 15, 2012, IIROC changed the
rules regarding short-selling for non-cross-listed
securities.

plus user ID, plus the account type (client, specialist,
inventory, option market maker, and non-client). User
ID is the most granular identification that is available to
regulators in Canada. IIROC researchers describe the
usage of user IDs in detail in recent research reports
(IIROC 2012 and IIROC 2014). 23
According to these IIROC reports, a user ID is assigned
by a marketplace, and it may identify a single trader, a
business stream (for example, all orders that originate
through a broker’s online discount brokerage system),
or a client that accesses trading venues directly
(through a direct market access (DMA) relationship). It
is our understanding that the brokers separate
different types of order flow (e.g., retail vs.
institutional) by user ID. IIROC requires this separation
for DMA clients. However, according to IIROC (2012), a
DMA client may be assigned more than one user ID, for
instance, to trade through multiple brokers or on
different marketplaces, and they may choose to use
multiple user IDs for business or administrative
purposes.

Our sample comprises “highly-liquid” securities, as
defined by IIROC, which are cross-listed in U.S. markets.
Loosely, a security qualifies as highly-liquid for a given
day if over a 60-day period it traded more than 100
times per trading day and had an average trading value
of at least $1M. 21 IIROC compiles a list of highly-liquid
securities daily; we include a security in our sample if
that security is on the list of highly liquid securities at
the end of each month in our sample period. We
determine the security’s cross-listing status from the
monthly TSX e-Review publication. We identify 334
non-ETP securities that are in the list of frequently
traded securities throughout our sample period; 92 of
these securities are highly-liquid and cross-listed with a
U.S. market throughout our sample period. 22

For the classification of traders we expand our sample
of 92 frequently-traded cross-listed securities to
additionally include the 151 frequently traded
securities that are part of the S&P/TSX Composite
index, Canada’s main market index. We classify traders
based on trading characteristics that we collect for the
eight weeks that precede our sample period (July 4 to
August 24). We have a total of 3,642 unique trader IDs

4. TRADER CLASSIFICATION
All traders access the marketplaces via brokers. We
base our classification on the analysis of order
submission and trading behavior by trader IDs, where
we define a trader ID as the combination of broker ID

We eliminate four days from our sample: October 29 and 30, when U.S. markets were closed because of Hurricane Sandy,
and November 22 and 23, U.S. Thanksgiving and Black Friday.
20

21

For further details see IIROCs definition on http://www.iirocca/industry/rulebook/Pages/Highly-liquidstocks.aspx.

We observe an extraordinary number of order submissions (80,000+) by a single trader on a single venue on two days for
a single, very large order size in a single, relatively low-volume security. These days were not marked by high order or
trading activity levels for this security, and the trader displayed no noteworthy characteristics other than on these two days.
We thus eliminated the observations for this security on these two days from our sample.

22

See http://www.iiroc.ca/documents/2012/c03dbb44-9032-4c6b-946e-6f2bd6cf4e23_en.pdf and
http://www.iiroc.ca/Documents/2014/169edd4f-15e6-4330-8cb5-2c31e8f2bf82_en.pdf.
23
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in our classification sample, although many of these are
inactive.

The other category comprises trader IDs that are not
identified as retail, institutional or HFT. There are 2,860
of these IDs which account for 30.8% of dollar volume
traded and 27.2% of trades.

We group traders into four categories: HFT, retail,
institutional, and other. The other category includes
trader IDs that we are not able to classify as HFT, retail,
or institutional. These classifications are based on
observed trading characteristics. We briefly describe
these classifications below, and provide a more
comprehensive description in section A3 of the Internet
Appendix.

5. THE IMPACT OF THE MINIMUM
PRICE IMPROVEMENT RULE ON
DARK TRADING
i. What is the impact of the MPIR on
dark liquidity?

HFT are identified using two measures of reaction
speed: the median order-to-cancel time and trader IDs
that consistently submit large numbers of orders within
500 milliseconds of daily scheduled announcements of
the market-on-close order imbalance. We identify 89
HFT IDs accounting for 36.1% of dollar trading volume
and 43.8% of trades. 24

We measure the impact of the introduction of the MPIR
on dark liquidity in two ways. First, we compute the
dollar trading volume that involves a dark order on the
passive side of the trade, as a fraction of the total dollar
trading volume. We refer to this as dark trading
volume. Second, we compute the share of volume of
dark orders, as a fraction of the share volume of all
orders. We refer to this as dark order volume. We
examine these measures for the market in aggregate
and each marketplace separately.

Retail traders are identified using an order type on
marketplace Ad that is exclusively available to retail
traders. The use of this order type is the choice of the
broker, not the customer, and it is our understanding
that brokers must explicitly seek to be connected to
venue Ad to use this order type. There are 135 retail
trader IDs. The relatively small number of retail IDs
reflects the fact that retail brokers use a single ID for
multiple retail clients. Retail traders account for 9.4%
of dollar volume traded and 7.8% of trades.

The impact of the MPIR on aggregate dark liquidity. —
Figure 1, Panel A plots dark trading volume and dark
order volume across all venues. The figure shows that
there is a significant drop in both dark trading and
order volume following the introduction of the MPIR.
Dark trading volume falls from 9.3% to 5.4%, and dark
order volume declines from 17.2% to 11.9%.

Institutional traders are identified by trader IDs that use
large pre-arranged trades off-exchange, and trader IDs
that accumulate large inventory positions across all
Canadian marketplaces. Additionally, we require that
these IDs are designated as “client” accounts. We
identify 558 institutional investor IDs which account for
23.6% of dollar volume traded and 21.2% of trades.

We formally analyze the impact of the MPIR on dark
trading and order volume using regression analysis. We
use two control variables. First, we use the U.S.
volatility index VIX to control for market-wide volatility.
Second, we use the cumulative return since August 24,

This measure differs from much of the existing literature which uses day end inventories due to the perception that HFT
firms aim to end the day flat. However, in Canadian markets, a single DMA client may use multiple trader IDs (IIROC (2012)
and IIROC (2014)), and it is possible that an HFT firm is assigned multiple user IDs. As a consequence, low end-of-day
inventories are neither a necessary nor a sufficient attribute of an HFT trader ID in our dataset. Notably, many of the IDs
that we classify as HFT hold substantial median end-of-day inventory.
24
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2012, on an ETF for the S&P GSCI commodity index.
This major international index is highly correlated with
the Canadian TSX Composite index therefore capturing
market-wide changes in stock prices without being
subject to the endogeneity concerns that would arise if
we use the TSX Composite. We estimate the following
equation:

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

= 𝛼𝛼×𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 + �

trading in Ad accounts for almost 4.6% of the total
dollar trading volume in Canada, whereas after the
MPIR, it accounts only for 0.8%. Dark trading in dark
pool D, the other main dark market, accounts for 2.5%
both before and after the MPIR.
We formally analyze the impact of the MPIR on dark
trading and order volume by estimating the following
linear security-market panel specification

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 ×𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖=1,2

+ 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(1)

+�

where DVit is the dependent variable that measures
dark trading volume or dark order volume for stock i for
day t; MPIRt is a dummy variable for the change in
regulation and is 0 before October 15, 2012, and 1
thereafter; controlst are the daily realization of the U.S.
market volatility index VIX and the cumulative return on
the commodity ETF GSG from August 24 to t; and 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 is a
security fixed effect. To avoid biases in standard errors
stemming from observations that are correlated across
time by security or across securities by time or both, we
employ standard errors that are double-clustered by
both security and date (see Cameron, Gelback and
Miller (2011) and Thompson (2011)).

=�

𝑚𝑚∈{𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵,𝐶𝐶,𝐷𝐷,𝑂𝑂}

𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚 ×𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ×𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 ×𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,

𝑖𝑖=1,2

(2)

where DVit is the dependent variable that measures
dark trading volume or dark order volume; mkm is a
dummy that is 1 if the dependent variable observation
is for marketplace m, where m=O stands for all
marketplaces other than A, B, C, D; MPIRt is a dummy
variable for the change in regulation and is 0 before
October 15, 2012, and 1 thereafter; controlst are the
daily realization of the U.S. market volatility index VIX
and the cumulative return on the commodity ETF GSG
from August 24 to t; and 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 are fixed effects for markets
and securities.

Table I, Panel A confirms the observations in Figure 1.
Aggregate dark trading and dark order volume decline
significantly after the change in the rules.

Equation (2) allows us to simultaneously estimate the
effect of the MPIR for all affected marketplaces and to
test whether the sharp decline in dark volume in Ad
reported in Figure 1, Panel B is indeed larger than on
other markets. Table I, Panel B confirms that Ad
experiences a significant drop in dark trading volume of
3.81%, while D exhibits no change. Both Ad and D see a
significant drop in dark order volume of 4.04% and
1.33%, respectively. A formal test for equality of
coefficients 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴 and 𝛼𝛼𝐷𝐷 is rejected at all conventional
levels suggesting that the drop in order volume for dark
pool Ad is larger. All other marketplaces are unaffected
by the change in dark liquidity rules.

The impact of the MPIR on dark liquidity, by
marketplace. — The MPIR was binding for the
organization of trading in dark pools Ad and D, which
had to adjust their trading rules to accommodate the
change in regulation. In contrast the rule did not
directly affect dark orders on lit marketplaces. To
understand the relation between the organization of
trading and the impact of the MPIR, we analyze the
change in dark trading by marketplace. We compute
the two measures of dark volume for each of the four
major marketplaces (A-D) and the total for the
remaining venues (E-H).
Figure 1, Panel B shows a sharp contrast between the
impact of the MPIR on Ad and D. Before the MPIR, dark
12

D. We compute this intermediation score separately for
each dark pool (i.e., a liquidity provider that posts
liquidity in both dark pools will be assigned two
intermediation scores). For each dark pool the score is
based on the volume of passive dark orders that a
trader submits to that dark pool. We exclude orders
that are designated to trade only if they are marketable
(and to be cancelled or re-routed as a limit order to a lit
trading venue otherwise).

ii. What explains the differential effect
of the minimum price improvement
rule?
The MPIR fundamentally altered the economics of
providing liquidity in the dark. As a result of the
mandated midpoint pricing, liquidity providers are not
able to earn the bid-ask spread by posting orders on
both sides of the market in dark pools (prior to the
MPIR, liquidity providers were able to earn up to 80%
of the NBBO spread in Ad and up to 60% in D, on round
trip transactions). We therefore hypothesize that the
nature of liquidity provision, prior to the rule change,
will influence the impact of the rule change. Where
liquidity is supplied by natural liquidity providers, we
expect trading to be unaffected. However, where
liquidity supply is from traders posting liquidity on both
sides of the market, seeking to earn the spread, we
expect liquidity supply to decline.

𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
|𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 − 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣|
=
(3)
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

We compute the intermediation score per day, per
stock, per trader ID, for all dates during our sample
before the introduction of the MPIR. We then
determine the median score per trader ID. Most
traders have an intermediation score that is equal to or
close to 1. In the data, there is a visual break at 0.4 (the
next highest scores are above 0.7). We therefore
classify a trader as an intermediary for a given dark pool
if the trader’s intermediation score for that dark pool is
below 0.4. We will refer to these traders as dark pool
market makers (DPMMs). 25

Who supplies liquidity in the dark? — We therefore
begin by examining differences in the types of traders
that posted liquidity in dark pool Ad and D before the
introduction of the MPIR. Using our trader-level data
we find that in dark pool Ad liquidity is supplied by HFT
(26.8%), others (69.6%) and institutions (3.5%). In dark
pool D, liquidity is supplied by HFT (10.6%), institutions
(35.8%) and others (28.6%). The relatively high level of
HFT supply in dark pool Ad and institutional supply in
dark pool D provides a preliminary indication that there
is more intermediation in dark pool Ad than in D.
However, the very high level of liquidity supply from
the other traders in dark pool Ad suggests that further
analysis of this group of traders and the nature of
liquidity provided by each trader type is required.

Difference in intermediation in dark pool Ad and D. —
Table II reports who trades with whom in dark pool Ad
and D. We consider trades where HFT or other DPMMs
provide liquidity, and report the fraction of trading
volume that they supply to other traders that are not
DPMMs.
Table II, Panel A shows that HFT (other) DPMMs
providing liquidity to retail traders account for 25.8%
(61.6%) of trading activity in dark pool Ad before the
rule change. Therefore, the dominant liquidity
providers in this venue are ‘slow’ rather than ‘fast’
intermediaries. There are three possible explanations
for this. First, unlike in lit venues where time priority is
critical to the success of a market making strategy, in

Intermediation in the dark. — To assess whether a
trader intermediates by posting liquidity on both sides
of the market we compute an intermediation score for
each trader that posts limit orders in dark pools Ad or

Section A3.E of the Internet Appendix provides a summary of the extent to which liquidity in dark pool Ad and D is
provided by DPMMs.
25
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dark pool Ad time priority plays little role. Instead,
liquidity providers take turns to trade against incoming
order flow according to a set off priority rules based on
first price (for priced-orders), then broker, size, and
finally a “round-robin” mechanism. Second, limit order
book monitoring is less important because dark orders
are priced relative to the BBO and therefore traders do
not need to re-price their orders with the same
frequency as they do in lit venues. Third, liquidity
providers have certainty that the counter-party to
trades in dark pool Ad will be retail, and hence the
probability of trading with an informed trader is
relatively low.

where ∆%𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 is the difference in the percentage of
aggregate liquidity provided by trader i before and after
the MPIR, imbi is the imbalance score for trader i, and
HFTi, retaili, and institutional are dummies for the
respective trader groups.
Table III displays the results for our estimation of
equation (4). We find that the trader ID’s
intermediation score has explanatory power with
regard to the change in liquidity supply by this trader,
and that after controlling for the intermediation score,
the trader type has no additional explanatory power.
This confirms the descriptive results presented in Table
II that liquidity in dark pools Ad and D was provided by
different traders: dark pool Ad relied primarily on
intermediated liquidity provision, whereas dark pool D
served primarily as a matching venue for natural
traders.

Table II, Panel A also shows that the liquidity supply by
the DPMMs declines substantially after the rule change
to 0.7% for HFT DPMMs and 36.6% for other DPMMs.
We note that the percentage declines mask the extent
of total liquidity reduction, as some DPMMs exited the
dark markets entirely and total volume declined
substantially (see Table A.II in the Internet Appendix:
the dollar amount of liquidity provided by other traders
including DPMMs declines by 85%).

Second, we ask whether the extent to which a security
is traded by DPMMs predicts the change in the dollar
volume executed in dark pools Ad and D, in the crosssection of securities. Specifically, we compute the dollar
volume traded in dark pools Ad and D respectively as a
fraction of the stock's total daily passive volume in lit
and dark markets combined. To assess the extent of
intermediation in the dark, per day per stock, we
compute the passive dollar volume traded in dark pools
Ad and D by traders classified as DPMM, as a fraction of
the total stock’s daily passive dollar volume for that
market. We then compute the average of these
fractions before the MPIR per security and market and
estimate the following regression for the cross-section
of the 92 securities for dark pools Ad and D:

We observe in Table II, Panel B that the nature of
liquidity provision in dark pool D is fundamentally
different. The DPMMs offer very little liquidity before
the rule change, and almost none after the rule change.
Liquidity in this venue is supplied primarily by natural
liquidity providers who are relatively unaffected by the
MPIR.
To formally establish the importance of intermediation,
we first ask whether a trader’s intermediation score
predicts the trader’s change in liquidity provision after
the MPIR. We perform this analysis using all 895 traders
that supply liquidity at any point in dark pools Ad or D
by computing the difference in liquidity provided
before and after the introduction of the MPIR, for all
liquidity providing IDs. We then estimate the following
regression

∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖

= 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 ×𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
(5)
+ 𝛽𝛽2 ×𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷×𝐷𝐷 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 ,

∆%𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖
= 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽×𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 + 𝛾𝛾1 ×𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 + 𝛾𝛾2 ×𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖
+ 𝛾𝛾3 ×𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 ,
(4)
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where ∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 is the marketshare of dollar
volume for the security and market that relates to each
observation;𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is the percent of dollar
volume that is provided by DPMMs for security i; and
Ad and D are dummies that are 1 when the observation
is for markets Ad and D respectively and 0 otherwise.
We omit the constant 𝛼𝛼 from the table, and we also run

a combined specification where we do not interact
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 with the respective market-dummies.

traders should also have been aware that it provided an
opportunity to trade with relatively uninformed retail
investors. Several market participants from brokerages
indicated to us that it would be difficult to monitor dark
limit orders that have been posted across several dark
markets and that they would post orders to only one
venue, making dark pool D their choice of destination
for institutional limit orders for legacy reasons (market
D has existed since 2007, whereas dark pool Ad opened
in 2011). As we understand it, many brokerages that
handle institutional order flow in Canada do not make
routing decisions on a case-by-case basis; instead, the
basic parameters and frameworks are determined by
their “best execution” committees, giving rise to the socalled “routing tables” that brokers follow when
handling clients’ orders. The behavior of traders who
use limit orders to build or unload a client’s position
thus tends to be sticky.

The estimation results are in Table IV. We find,
consistent with our observations across trader IDs, that
the degree of liquidity provision by DPMMs is a
significant predictor of the changes in the market
shares of trading.
Our findings illustrate that the impact of the MPIR on
dark trading depends critically on the level of liquidity
supplied by intermediaries, rather than matches
between natural traders. Activity declines in the venue
with liquidity supplied by intermediaries, but not in the
venue with natural liquidity provision. Although our
analysis cannot explain why the two main Canadian
dark pools had different liquidity providers, there are
several institutional reasons for why dark pool Ad may
have been more attractive to intermediaries than dark
pool D.
First, dark pool Ad offered liquidity providers an option
to trade only against retail orders. Since retail order
flow is arguably less informed and more balanced (in
terms of buys and sells), it is likely that a liquidity
provider would be able to earn revenue on a round-trip
transaction in Ad. Additionally, liquidity providers were
able to earn up to 80% of the bid-ask spread on market
Ad but only up to 60% on market D. Second, at the time
of our study, in contrast to all other venues, according
to industry insiders, the servers for D were not located
Toronto but in New Jersey, making D less attractive for
high frequency traders. Third, the matching rules in
dark pool Ad prioritized liquidity providers from the
same broker-dealer as the incoming retail marketable
order, making Ad attractive to broker-dealers who
sought to internalize their retail order flow in a marketmaking fashion. 26

6. VOLUME DECLINE IN DARK POOL
AD AND THE IMPACT OF
INTERNALIZATION
The institutional features of dark pool Ad together with
our findings in Section V illustrate that trading in Ad
pre-MPIR resembles the practice of internalization in
the U.S., where most retail marketable orders are
executed off-exchange, often through a market maker
(“wholesaler”), e.g. Citadel, who purchases these
orders.
Trading in Ad had three features that are similar to
trading under the wholesaler model: (i) (almost) all
marketable orders are from retail traders; (ii) before
the MPIR, marketable orders in Ad received nominal
improvement over the NBBO; and (iii) most liquidity on
market Ad was provided by DPMMs. Furthermore,
although brokers are not permitted to receive
payments for order flow in Canada, trading fees for

It is less clear why dark pool Ad saw little institutional
participation, in particular since the average trade sizes
in the dark pools were comparable and because these

With few exceptions, in Canada, orders from retail clients must be sent to public markets, and U.S.-style off-exchange
internalization is generally not permitted.
26
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marketable orders (“taker fees”) on market Ad were an
order of magnitude lower than on lit marketplaces (4
cents per 100 shares on Ad; the second lowest fee was
28 cents per 100 shares on market Al). Therefore,
understanding the impact of the decline in trading in
dark pool Ad will thus yield insights into the impact of
internalization of retail order flow in the US and other
markets.

Table V provides regression estimates for the execution
of retail marketable and non-marketable orders by
venue before and after the MPIR. Prior to the MPIR,
27.6% (11.4%) of marketable retail orders were
executed against dark (lit) orders on market A.
Following the rule change, executions against dark
orders fell by 18.23% and against lit orders rose by
13.51%, after controlling for other factors. Executions
against lit orders on markets B and C also increased by
3.3% and 1%, respectively. In contrast, there is no
significant change in the execution of non-marketable
orders on any marketplace before and after the MPIR. 27

Previous literature has debated the impact of this
practice, which allows relatively uninformed order flow
to be segmented away from the rest of the market, on
market quality. Easley, Kiefer, and O’Hara (1996) and
Bessembinder and Kaufman (1997), among others,
indicate that the presence of payment for order flow
arrangements lowers market quality and harms
uninformed traders, whereas Battalio (1997) and
Battalio, Greene, and Jennings (1997) argue,
respectively, that the introduction of purchasing and
internalizing dealers does not have an adverse effect on
transaction costs. Hansch, Naik, and Viswanathan
(1999) find no relation between the extent of
preferencing and internalization and bid-ask spreads.
The level of internalization in the US market has grown
substantially since these studies, suggesting that new
insights may be useful for informing current policy and
debate.

Our findings suggest that the retail orders that would
have been executed in dark pool Ad are primarily
executed as lit marketable orders on market Al (the lit
limit order book of the same marketplace) after the
introduction of the MPIR. This outcome is not
surprising. Given that routing decisions typically lie with
the broker, the marketplaces’ taker fees for liquiditydemanding orders should arguably play a role. During
our sample period, market Al charged the lowest taker
fees among the three main lit marketplaces (Al, B, and
C). We therefore expect that retail marketable orders
that do not find a match in dark pool Ad will be routed
to marketplace Al (conditional on abiding by the order
protection rule, the workings of which would explain
why some of marketable orders also go to markets B
and C).

i. What happened to retail orders after
the introduction of the MPIR?

ii. Does the switch of retail trading
from dark to lit market affect lit market
quality?

Most retail investors were likely unaware of the
introduction of the MPIR, and therefore we do not
expect substantial changes to the retail order flow that
was received by the brokers. With the withdrawal of
liquidity from dark pool Ad after the MPIR, retail orders
that would have been executed in Ad prior to the rule
change had to be routed elsewhere after the change.
We first ask which markets receive this order flow.

Providing liquidity to retail order flow is arguably
attractive because this flow is deemed to be
uninformed and non-directional (retails investors as a
group are expected to have only small imbalances of
buys and sells). We expect that an increase in the
fraction of retail orders that reach the lit markets will

Table A.III in the Internet Appendix provides comprehensive summary statistics on the execution of dark and lit orders on
all venues by trader type.
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improve market quality. However, in untabulated
regressions, we did not observe a change in the
market-wide bid-ask spread, 28 possibly because the
change in the market-wide composition of the order
flow is not large enough to affect the aggregate
measures.

There are two reasons why the absence of significant
changes to the bid-ask spread is not surprising. First,
the order protection rule requires that marketable
orders are routed to the venue that is posting the best
price, and we thus do not expect spreads on major
individual venues to substantially differ from each
other. Second, 50 of the 92 stocks in our sample are
constrained by the minimum tick size more than 80% of
the time. This constraint means it is extremely difficult
for spreads to tighten further after the MPIR. We
emphasize that it is important to control for secular
changes in the price level of securities: in November
2012, stock prices in Canada declined across the board,
which in and by itself would cause bid-ask spreads
measured in basis points to increase.

Therefore, we next study whether the change in the
distribution of retail flow between lit and dark venues
led to changes in market quality on individual venues.
Figure 2, Panel A shows that market Al’s share of retail
volume increases from around 15% of Al’s dollar
volume to 30%. The changes in the retail shares for
markets B and C (unreported) are substantially smaller.
We therefore expect that changes in market quality, if
any, should be most pronounced on market Al. Figure
2, Panel A also illustrates the strong co-movement
between the quoted depth on market Al and the retail
share of market Al’s aggressive trading volume, in
aggregate.

Overall, our results provide evidence of an
improvement in liquidity on market Al, and we attribute
this improvement to the increased retail share of
market Al’s aggressive volume.

Figure 2, Panel B plots the natural logarithm of the
dollar-depth for the three markets Al, B and C,
confirming an increase in depth on market Al and little
or no change for markets B and C.

iii. The impact of retail trading on
depth
The critical question is whether the association
between a market’s level of retail trading and the
market’s liquidity is causal. To establish causality, we
use the dollar trading volume in dark pool Ad before
the introduction of the MPIR as an instrument for the
fraction of their dollar volume that retail traders
execute on market Al after the MPIR.

We confirm these visual observations in a formal
regression analysis. Table VI presents the results of our
estimation of equation (2), where we use measures of
market quality as the dependent variable DVit. Market
quality is measured using time-weighted quoted
spreads measured in cents and basis points and depths
measured in the natural logarithm of shares and
dollars. Table VI illustrates that there is a significant
increase in depth on market Al following the
introduction of the MPIR, by about 17%. It further
shows that there is no evidence for a change in timeweighted quoted spread except for a minor decrease
on market B (significant only at the 10% level)
measured in cents.

Canada has full post-trade transparency, and therefore
market participants knew – after the fact – how much
trading occurred in dark pool Ad. Given its institutional
arrangements, prior to the MPIR, market participants
knew that almost all marketable orders in dark pool Ad
were from retail traders. Therefore, the trading activity
in dark pool Ad prior to this time provided the market

This paper is based on a research report written by Carole Comerton-Forde, Katya Malinova and Andreas Park, titled “The
Impact of the Dark Trading Rules” and available on IIROC’s website. The report contains the market-wide analysis. Devani et
al (2015) confirm this finding for a larger cross-section of securities, using the same high-quality data.
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with an accurate estimate of the amount of retail flow
that did not reach the lit markets.

where %𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the fraction of their dollar
volume that retail trade on market Al for security i on
day t; 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 is the average pre-MPIR daily
market share of dollar volume for security i; and
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 , 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 , and 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 are as defined before. The
first stage takes the instrument as an exogenous shock
to retail activity on Al after the MPIR and the regression
then estimates the effect of this shock. In the second
stage of the IV regression we estimate:

Following the introduction of the MPIR, volume in Ad
declines almost to zero. This decline was publicly
known. Assuming no sharp changes in retail volume on
October 15, 2012, the volume that does not execute on
market Ad must trade on the other venues. As we
argue earlier in this section, the migration of retail
marketable orders from dark pool Ad to the lit limit
order book Al was predictable because market Al had
the lowest taker fee among the three main lit markets
(Al, B, and C). Conditional on marketplace Al quoting
the best prices, it was thus arguably the preferred
destination for retail brokerages that typically absorb
the exchange fees and charge their clients flat
commissions, which do not depend on the execution
venue. Furthermore, as we discuss in Section II.C,
marketplace A also amended the way in which retail
marketable orders sent to Ad were routed after the
MPIR, making it more likely they retail marketable
orders that do not find a match in Ad would be sent to
Al.

ln(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )

+�

Table VII shows our results for the first and second
stage of the IV regression. We ran a number of
different specifications, with and without fixed effects,
and the results are consistent across specifications. The
first stage shows that our instrument indeed has a
significant impact on the usage of Al by retail traders.
All specifications tests that we examine show that the
instrument is statistically valid; in the table we include
the F-test and the Kleibergen and Paap (2006) Wald
statistic of under-identification. The second stage
regression then reveals that retail activity on Al has a
positive and significant impact on the level of the
quoted depth on Al. Therefore we conclude that the
increase in retail activity on Al increased the quoted
depth on Al.

To determine the causal impact of retail trading on
market depth, we perform an instrumental variable
regression, using the average market share pre-MPIR
interacted with an MPIR-dummy that is 1 after the rule
change and 0 before as an instrumental variable for
retail activity. The first stage of the implied 2-stage
estimation procedure estimates the following relation

7. THE IMPACT OF THE MINIMUM
PRICE IMPROVEMENT RULE:
WINNERS AND LOSERS

%𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
= 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 ×𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 ×𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 , (6)

𝑖𝑖=1,2

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 ×𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 , (7)

𝑖𝑖=1,2

where ln(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) is the natural logarithm of the
time weighted quoted dollar-depth on market Al and
where we instrument our main variable of interest
%𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , by 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 ×𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 . We
estimate the first and second stage of the IV regression
jointly. The estimate 𝛽𝛽1 reflects the change in depth
due to the shock in the instrumented variable
%𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 .

The sharp decline in dark pool Ad’s trading volume
provided traders with a unique opportunity to estimate
the “extra” volume of retail marketable orders that hit
market Al after the introduction of the MPIR. Trading in
dark pool Ad pre-MPIR does not affect the depth in Al
post-MPIR directly, and depth in Al post-MPIR does not
affect trading in dark pool Ad pre-MPIR. The level of
trading in dark pool Ad pre-MPIR is therefore a valid
instrument for the level of retail trading in Al postMPIR.

+�

= 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 %𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
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We discuss the impact of the MPIR on four groups of
market participants, retail and institutional traders and
HFT and other DPMMs. Given that each of these groups
has different motivations and strategies for trading, we
employ different measures to assess each group’s costs
and benefits. By evaluating these costs and benefits we
can identify the winners and losers of the MPIR. We
also discuss the impact on trading venues.

remain unchanged at 1.5 cents (approximately 8 bps)
following the MPIR.
We formally examine the impact of the MPIR on
effective spreads using the regression specified in
equation (1) where DVit is the dependent variable that
measures the effective spread for retail traders’
marketable orders for stock i for day t. The results for
the estimation of equation (1) with effective spreads as
the dependent variable are in Table VIII. The estimates
confirm the absence of statistically significant changes
in effective spreads paid by retail traders following the
rule change; hence there is no evidence that trading
costs for retail traders are impacted by the MPIR.

i. Retail traders and their brokers
The impact of the MPIR on retail traders is evaluated
using three measures: effective bid-ask spreads, price
improvement and maker-taker fees.

Price improvement in dark pools. — One of the
arguments in favor of U.S. wholesalers and
internalization, and, by association, in favor of dark
pool Ad, is that retail investors receive price
improvement. In contrast to maker-taker fees and,
critically, fee rebates which are often absorbed by the
brokerage and only passed on to retail clients via flat
commissions, the price improvement in dark pool Ad
benefits the retail client directly. We compute the price
improvement that retail traders receive in dark pool Ad,
as the total dollar amount (summed up over all trades
in Ad) as well as per trade in Ad.

Effective bid-ask spreads. — We conjecture that most
retail orders are single orders that are not split across
time. 29 For such orders, the bid-ask spread is the most
relevant measure to assess trading costs for marketable
orders. We compute effective spreads, as is common in
the literature, across all markets. For a buy at time t,
the effective spread is defined as twice the difference
between the price paid by the marketable buy order
and the midpoint of the prevailing bid-ask spread;
symmetrically for the sales.
Our primary measure of effective spread is measured in
basis point of the midpoint excluding the exchange
(taker) fees. Since most retail traders do not pay
exchange fees directly (but instead pay a flat
commission to their brokers), only changes to the bidask spread excluding taker fees have an immediate
impact on their costs. Changes to the spread that
includes the taker fees may, however, affect retail
traders in the longer run, if brokers adjust their
commissions to reflect the changes in the exchange
fees incurred. 30 Mean effective spreads without fees

After the MPIR, each trade in the dark receives price
improvement of at least ½ cent (for 1 cent spreads) and
possibly more for larger spreads. Therefore, per share
traded, we expect price improvement to increase.
However, since trading volume in dark pool Ad
declines, it is unclear whether total price improvement
increases or decreases.
Table VIII reports a mean dollar price improvement
prior to the MPIR of $102 per stock per day and $0.63

With few exceptions, Canadian regulations require that brokers route orders from retail clients to public marketplaces
without delay.
29

Summary statistics for alternative spread specifications are provided in Table A.IV of the Internet Appendix. Regression
results for these alternative specifications are provided in Table A.V. These results are qualitatively consistent except when
fees are included and measured in bps.
30
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per trade. The results from our estimation of equation
(1), using the total per stock per day amount in dollars
and the per transaction amount (in dollars) as the
dependent variables DVit shows that consistent with
our predictions, the price improvement per trade
increases, by about $1.82. However, the increase is not
sufficient to offset the decline in dark pool Ad’s trading
volume, and the total amount of price improvement
declines significantly, by about $33 per day per stock.
Therefore, while retail traders that receive price
improvement are better off, retail traders in aggregate
are worse off. Considering that the relative loss is
distributed over many retail traders, the economic
impact of the MPIR per retail trader is small.

limit orders and the total amount of taker fees; a
negative amount therefore corresponds to a cost.
Table VIII contains the results from our estimation of
equation (1), using the above maker-taker fee measure
as the dependent variable. Prior to the MPIR, retail
traders paid on average 0.3 bps in maker-taker fees per
day per stock. Consistent with our expectations we find
that exchange maker-taker fees incurred by retail
brokers increase by 0.4 bps. 31
In summary, we observe that there is evidence that
retail traders and their brokers are worse off after the
introduction of the MPIR.

ii. High frequency and other dark pool
market makers

Exchange maker-taker fees. — We estimate the change
in the amount of exchange fees paid by retail trader
IDs. The level of taker fees charged by the trading
venues to execute liquidity demanding (marketable)
orders is a contentious issue commonly raised by the
Canadian retail brokerages. The off-exchange
internalization of retail order flow and payment-forretail-order-flow, which is common practice in the U.S.,
is illegal in Canada. Retail brokers necessarily incur
taker fees when executing clients’ marketable orders
and the brokerages argue that it is extremely difficult to
pass these costs through to the end-client. One of the
attractions of market Ad is the comparatively low taker
fee. The sharp decline in liquidity in this dark pool
compels retail brokers to seek execution for their
clients’ orders at more expensive venues, and we
expect that they face higher exchange fees as a
consequence.

To assess the costs and benefits of the MPIR for high
frequency and other DPMMs we focus on two
measures: intraday returns to trading and the makertaker fees paid.
Returns to trading. — We compute returns to trading
on day t, following Comerton-Forde, Hendershott,
Jones, Moulton and Seasholes (2010), as follows:

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡
= min{𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 , 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 }
×(𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 ), (8)

where 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 and 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡 are volumeweighted average prices for buying and selling,
respectively, for this trader. The expression captures
the trading revenue on all round trip transactions.
Table IX, Panel A and C present summary statistics for
returns to trading by HFT and other DPMMs,
respectively. We compute the returns to trading for all
venues as well as for markets Ad and Al jointly and for
market Al separately. Table IX, Panel B and D provide

To estimate the change in maker-taker fees for retail
brokerages, we compute the fees for all markets. The
fees are expressed as the net fee per-dollar traded (in
bps), and they are computed as the difference of maker
rebates received by brokerages for executed passive

Table A.VI in the Internet Appendix provides robustness using maker taker fees based in total dollars, and for fees relating
to market A1 and Ad together and market Al alone. These produce qualitatively similar results.
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results from our estimation of equation (1), using the
returns to trading as the dependent variable. We find
no evidence of changes in these returns for either type
of DPMMs on any venue. This suggests that the returns
on the trading strategies of these traders are not
impacted by the MPIR.

DPMMs earn significantly more from maker-taker fees
post-MPIR.

iii. Institutional traders
We assess the costs and benefits for
institutions using two measures: the probability that
their limit orders execute and the implementation
shortfall for all executed orders.

Exchange maker-taker fees. — Analogous to retail
traders, we compute the maker-taker fees that HFT and
other DPMMs pay (or receive). In the data, we notice
significant changes in behavior for non-HFT DPMMs.
Although they are still involved in the liquidity
provision, in terms of dollar-volume, other DPMMs
reduce their liquidity provision by about 90% as a
group, and several IDs stop trading in Ad entirely. At
the same time, as a group, on average, they double the
dollar-volume that they trade on Al. HFT DPMMs leave
market Ad almost entirely. These behavioral changes
are important to understand our subsequent results.
Specifically, market Ad paid no maker rebates, whereas
Al paid a positive rebate. Thus trading against the same
orders on Al as opposed to Ad increases a trader’s fee
revenue.

Probability of execution for lit limit orders. — We proxy
the execution probability of lit orders using the ratio of
passive trading volume (in shares) submitted by
institutional traders in lit markets to the total order
volume submitted to lit markets (in shares): 32

𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟(𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)

We similarly compute the fill rates for dark passive
orders. To establish the impact on fill rates following
the introduction of the MPIR, we perform a panel
regression analysis using equation (2), where DVit is the
dependent variable that measures the fill rate for lit or
dark orders for institutional traders, split by
marketplace.

Table IX, Panels A and C show that in the period before
the rule change HFT DPMMs earned net rebates of 1.1
bps across all venues compared to just above 0 bps for
other DPMMs. HFT DPMMs are therefore better at
capturing rebates across all venues than other DPMMs.

Panel A in Table X reports the market-wide average fill
rates. We find no evidence for a change for lit orders
and we find evidence that fill rates for dark orders
improve. Panel B in Table X reports the average fill rates
before the MPIR for lit and dark orders in each market.
Fill rates in the dark are substantially higher in dark
pool Ad (13.3% of all order volume gets filled)
compared to dark pool D (3.4%); we note, however,
that institutions send more orders in total to market D,
which is reflected by the fact that the market-wide dark
fill rate mimics that of market D (see also Table A.III for
trading volume by venue). Table X also reports the
regression results. We observe that fill rates for lit

Table IX, Panel B and D shows that both HFT and other
DPMMs earn more rebates after the MPIR. For HFTs on
Ad and Al combined, the increase is 0.24 bps, for other
DPMMs it is 0.56 bps. While the increase is larger for
other DPMMs, we note that HFT DPMMs earn six times
the total fees and they likely pursue a different set of
strategies that are not entirely captured by the change
in liquidity provision from dark to lit venues (see Tables
A.VII and A.VIII in the Internet Appendix).
In summary, we observe no evidence that returns to
trading for HFT and other DPMMs change after the
MPIR. However, these traders, particularly the HFT

32

= 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
/𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣. (9)

We cannot directly infer from the data which orders are marketable at the time of their submission.
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institutional traders decline in market C (by about 1
percentage point) – contrary to the intuition that a
reduction in dark trading should increase the
probability of execution for lit orders. One possible
explanation for this result is an increase in competition
on lit markets for liquidity provision to retail order flow
that would have been executed in dark pool Ad prior to
the implementation of the MPIR. We note, however,
that institutions trade only a small amount on market C:
pre-MPIR they trade only 5.2% of their volume on
market C (see Table A.III in the Internet Appendix).
Analyzing fill rates for dark orders, we find an increase
in the probability of execution for institutional passive
orders in dark pool D (by 3.5%), and no changes in the
other venues.

not able to classify. Finally, we exclude pre-arranged
block trades. One limitation of this approach is that a
single trader ID may handle orders from multiple
traders and may be routing buy orders on behalf of one
client and sell orders on behalf of a different client. Our
sample of packages does not capture these trades.
Excluding packages that traded both before and after
the introduction of the MPIR on October 15, 2012, we
identify 23,527 packages.
We analyze trading costs for these packages using the
approach of Anand, Irvine, Puckett and Venkataraman
(2012). We compute, for each package, the length (in
days), the number of transactions, the VIX at the
beginning of the package, the CRCI value at the
beginning of the package, the size of the package
relative to total volume in the stock during the duration
of the package (also split by buying and selling volume),
the 20-day closing-price return standard-deviation at
the beginning of the package, the lagged volume
imbalance (buy-volume minus sell-volume over total
volume) relative to the starting date of the package.
We include dummies if the package is a purchase and if
the trader is in the Other category (i.e., is not classified
as an institutional trader in Section IV). Table XI, Panel A
reports that there is little change in the package
characteristics before and after the introduction of the
MPIR. The average package duration is 2.5 days and
includes approximately 100 trades. The average
package represents approximately 1% of the average
daily volume. Sell (buy) packages account for
approximately 1.2% (1.5%) of average sell (buy)
volume.

Implementation shortfall. — Institutional traders
typically build or unwind positions gradually, by splitting
their large “parent” orders into multiple “child” orders.
The gradual execution of the parent order over time
may temporarily affect the stock price (e.g., a large buy
order, if detected by other traders, may cause the price
to rise), and the bid-ask spread measure of trading
costs that we employed for retail traders may therefore
underestimate institutional trading costs.
Instead, institutional trading costs are typically assessed
using implementation shortfall. This measure compares
the actual (ex-post) prices paid when establishing (or
received when unwinding) a position with the
hypothetical prices that would be obtained if the trader
has filled the entire parent order either at the price
prevailing at the time when the trader sent the first
child orders or at the volume-weighted average price
for the “duration” of the order. Unfortunately, the
IIROC dataset (as is often the case for trader-level data)
does not contain information about “parent” orders.
We therefore develop a proxy for parent orders, by
aggregating a series of orders for a given stock from an
individual trader ID into a “package.” A package is
defined as a series of trades are in the same direction
(only buys or only sells) on consecutive days (where the
Monday following a Friday counts as “consecutive”).
We exclude trades from trader IDs that we classified as
HFT, retail or a DPMM. We examine all trader IDs that
we previously classified as institutional or that we were

We benchmark the total trading costs per package to (i)
the price of the first trade of the package and (ii) the
volume-weighted average price (VWAP) for the days
when the package traded, where we report results
relating to the VWAP in Table A.IX in the Internet
Appendix. We compute the “raw” shortfall per trader j
as:

=
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𝑗𝑗
�𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏$𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑗𝑗

𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏ℎ𝑚𝑚
− 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠$𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 � − �𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �×𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗

$𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(10)

,

𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗

marketplaces earn the net fee, that is, the taker fee
minus the maker rebate. The three main markets A, B,
and C all charged a higher net fee for dark transactions
(4, 10, and 9 cents per 100 shares) compared to lit
transactions (3, 1-4, and 4). As a result, a reduction in
the share of dark trading leads to lower fee income.
Indeed, in untabulated regressions we estimate
equation (1) by venue, using the per-share fee as DVit;
and observe that markets A and C have smaller fee
revenue per share traded, and we find no change for
market B. Estimating equation (1) by marketplace,
using the total fee as DVit, we find no significant change
for any of the marketplace.

𝑗𝑗,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑚𝑚

where �𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �×𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
is the trader
j’s hypothetical cost of establishing a position at the
𝑗𝑗,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏ℎ𝑚𝑚

benchmark price 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
, which is either the price of
the first trade in the package or the VWAP price, and
𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗

𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏$𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠$𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the trader’s realized costs. A
larger implementation shortfall corresponds to the
higher trading costs. We scale these costs by the dollar
volume of the packages to compute the shortfall as a
fraction of the total dollar volume traded. We estimate
the following regression equation:

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

= 𝛼𝛼×𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 + �

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 ×𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖=1..10

+ 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,

8. CONCLUSIONS

(11)

Recent growth in dark liquidity in major world markets
and conflicting evidence on the impact of this growth
on market quality has heightened the need for detailed
and rigorous analysis of dark trading and its impact.
We use the introduction of the MPIR in Canada to
examine the impact of dark trading and order flow
segmentation on market quality. Demonstrating the
critical need for empirical evidence, the Canadian
regulators facilitated our research by providing
proprietary trader-level data which allows us to
document and explain how these rules impacted not
only the market in aggregate, but also how they
impacted different marketplaces and different trader
types.

where DVit is the dependent variable that measures the
shortfall for stock i on day t where t is the first day of
the package; MPIRt is a dummy variable for the change
in regulation and is 0 before October 15, 2012, and 1
thereafter; controlsit are the above-mentioned control
variables, and 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 is a security fixed effect.

Table XI, Panel B, reports that the mean
implementation shortfall before the MPIR, measured
using the first trade price (VWAP) is -3.1 (-0.2) bps. The
regression results reported in Table XII show there is a
significant increase in the shortfall (at the 5% or 10%
level) measured using the first trade price. Table A.IX in
the Internet Appendix shows that these results are
robust when implementation shortfall is measured
using VWAP. These results illustrate that, controlling
for size and length of the package, institutions incur
higher costs to fill their trades after the MPIR, of
around 19 bps.

The MPIR had an immediate impact on the Canadian
market. The rule change made intermediation in the
dark unprofitable, and as a result intermediated dark
volume all but disappeared. Aggressive retail orders
that had previously been intermediated by both HFT
and other DPMMs are routed to single lit market after
the MPIR. We believe that the choice of this market
was predictable because it charged the lowest fees for
marketable orders. We find that the influx or retail
volume on this market led to a substantial
improvement in liquidity, measured by the quoted
depth. Notably, in the dark market, liquidity is available

iv. Marketplaces
None of the four main marketplaces changed
their maker-taker fees as a result of the introduction of
the MPIR. However, marketplace revenues can be
affected by the change in two ways: first, through shifts
in aggregate volume and, second, through changes in
the mix of dark and lit volume. For each share traded,
23

only to retail traders whereas in the lit market, the
depth is available to all traders.

that arise due to higher maker rebates for liquidity
provision come at the expense of higher fees levied on
marketable orders. This ultimately changes incentives
for the demand and supply of liquidity, and the
profitability of different types of traders and trading
strategies.

This result provides insights on the impact of
wholesalers in the U.S market. It suggests that the
practice of internalization of retail order flow in the U.S.
may harm market quality. The potentially negative
impact of internalization was debated in the U.S. prior
to the introduction of Regulation NMS. In a comment
letter to the Securities and Exchange Commission in
2004, Citadel, a large U.S. broker argued that “[…] the
potential long-term impact of internalization is so
corrosive to our national market system that the
Commission should take every possible step to curtail
this business practice. […].” They suggested that “[…]
the Commission ultimately should require all market
participants to route their order flow to any one of the
regulated security exchanges or alternative trading
systems.”

This unintended consequence of the MPIR set in
motion new initiatives aimed at accommodating retail
brokers’ complaints about their increasing exchange
fees. The first notable change is the May 2013
introduction of a new marketplace, CX2, a lit limit order
market with “inverted” maker-taker fees (the operator
is Chi-X, now owned by NASDAQ). Anecdotal evidence
suggests that this marketplace captured the retail flow
that had previously been segmented in dark pool Ad. In
2014, the Ontario Securities Commission announced
that it would consider a pilot study on the abolition of
maker-taker fees. In August 2015, the TSX reconfigured
its Alpha Exchange as an inverted maker-taker fee
venue. Additionally, TSX introduced a speed bump for
all orders except for “post-only” so that this
marketplace would be unattractive to all traders that
want to take liquidity at multiple venues. The express
goal of the reconfiguration is to capture retail order
flow. At least one major retail brokerage confirmed to
us that they are now using Alpha Exchange as the
preferred marketplace for their retail order flow.
Finally, Aequitas Innovations’ Neo Exchange is the latest
addition to Canadian equities markets in 2015. In
February 2016 it introduced an inverted fee structure
for its Neo Book, a market that operates a speed bump
for fast traders. The impact of these changes on order
routing decisions and order flow segmentation should
be the subject of further research.

In the Canadian context, the improvement in displayed
liquidity due to the MPIR did not unambiguously
benefit all market participants. As traders adjusted
their choice of marketplace, they became subject to
different exchange fees. High frequency market
makers are the beneficiary of the change, capturing
larger exchange rebates as their liquidity provision
shifted from market Ad to lit marketplaces. In contrast,
retail brokers incurred higher exchange fees as they are
required to pay take fees on lit venues. A simple backof-the-envelope calculation illustrates the impact of the
MPIR on retail brokers: before the MPIR, the average
trade in market Ad was for approximately 350 shares.
In Ad, this trade incurred take fees for the retail broker
of 350x$0.004=$0.14. In Al, where most of the
marketable retail orders trade after the MPIR, the taker
fee is $0.98. Given the typical flat commission of $7.99
per trade charged by retail brokers, the difference of
$0.84 certainly affects the brokers’ margins.

…

The changes in the distribution of exchange fees and
revenues among the different market participants
highlights that dark trading is just one piece of the
market structure puzzle and that the debate on dark
trading is intricately connected to the debate on
exchange fees. The improvements in posted liquidity
24
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Panel A

Panel B
Figure 1: Dark trading and order volume. Panel A: plots the average per stock per day dollar trading volume that
involves a dark order on the passive side of the trade, as a percentage of the total dollar trading volume (the solid
line) and the average per day per stock dark order volume as a percentage of the total order volume (the dashed line)
across all Canadian marketplaces. Panel B plots the average per stock per day market shares in terms of dollar volume
of the two main dark pools Ad and D. Both panels are for the period August 27 to November 30, 2012. The vertical
line at 0 marks October 15, 2012, the date the minimum price improvement rule is introduced.
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Figure 2: Time-weighted quoted depth and retail trading. Panel A plots the time-weighted dollar depth for the lit
market Al, the percentage of marketable orders (by dollar volume) by retail traders that trade in dark pool Ad, as a
fraction of the total dollar volume of marketable orders executed on marketplace A (in dark pool Ad and on lit market
Al together), and the percentage of marketable orders (by dollar volume) by retail traders that trade in lit market Al,
as a fraction of the total dollar volume of marketable orders executed on marketplace A (in dark pool Ad and on lit
market Al together) Dollar volume figures are based on the aggregated traded dollar volume across all securities per
day, depth is computed as the average per stock per day. Panel B plots the average per stock per day time-weighted
quoted dollar-depth for the three main lit markets: Al, B, and C. Both panels are for the period August 27 to
November 30, 2012. The vertical line at 0 marks October 15, 2012, the date the minimum price improvement rule is
introduced.
.
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Table I: Regression on changes in dark trading and dark order submissions
Table I estimates the effect of the minimum price improvement rule on a market’s share of dark liquidity, where
dark liquidity is: (1) dark dollar trading volume as a fraction of all dollar trading volume, where a trade is classified as
dark if the order on the passive was dark; (2) the fraction of order volume of all volume that is submitted as dark.
MPIR is a dummy variable for the change in regulation and is 0 before October 15, 2012, and 1 thereafter; VIX is the
daily realization of the U.S. market volatility index VIX, and CRCI the cumulative return on the commodity ETF GSG
from August 24 to t. We estimate the effect for the entire market in Panel A and by marketplace in Panel B. Both
specifications for Panel A include security fixed effects and for Panel B they include security and marketplace fixedeffects. Standard errors are in parentheses and are clustered by time and security. * indicates significance at the
10% level, **at the 5% level, and *** at the 1% level.

% dark dollar trading volume

% dark order volume

Panel A: Markets in aggregate
MPIR
-4.19***
(0.48)
VIX
-0.09
(0.07)
CRCI
-0.10
(0.07)

-6.73***
(0.82)
-0.26
(0.18)
-0.43***
(0.15)

Observations

5,884

5,888

-3.88***
(0.32)
-0.07
(0.10)
-0.11
(0.08)
-0.07
(0.16)
-0.06
(0.05)
-0.02
(0.01)
-0.02
(0.01)

-4.35***
(0.67)
-0.36
(0.16)
-0.15
(0.16)
-1.64***
(0.27)
-0.30
(0.11)
-0.05
(0.04)
-0.09***
(0.03)

29,142

28,678

Panel B: By marketplace
Market A x MPIR
Market B x MPIR
Market C x MPIR
Market D x MPIR
other markets x MPIR
VIX
CRCI

Observations
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Table II: Who trades with whom in dark pools?
Table II presents aggregate statistics for dark pool interaction among the different trader types by dollar-volume traded; all numbers are in percent of the total
dollar volume. There are four trader type categories: HFT, retail, institutional and other, in addition to a classification of dark pool market maker (DPMM) or not
DPMM based on the intermediation score (defined in equation (3)). The described interactions are for all trades that were distinguishable into an active and a
passive side. We focus on interactions where the liquidity provider is a DPMM (HFT or other) and where the liquidity demander is not a DPMM (retail,
institutional, non-DPMM HFT, and other non-DPMM).
Liquidity demanders
HFT Not DPMM

Retail

Institutional

Other Not DPMM

Total

0.0
0.0

25.8
61.7

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

25.8
61.7

0.2
0.0

0.7
36.0

0.1
0.0

0.2
0.0

1.2
36.0

Liquidity suppliers
Panel A: Market Ad
Before
HFT DPMM
other DPMM
After

HFT DPMM
other DPMM

Panel B: Market D
Before

HFT DPMM
other DPMM

0.1
0.1

1.9
0.8

2.8
1.8

4.5
2.8

9.3
5.5

After

HFT DPMM
other DPMM

0.0
0.0

0.1
0.3

0.1
0.4

0.2
0.4

0.4
1.1
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Table III: Regressions for changes in liquidity provision in dark pools
Table III tests whether the intermediation score (defined in equation (3)) explains changes in liquidity supply. The
dependent variable is the percentage of liquidity provided by the trader before the MPIR minus the percentage
provided after the MPIR. We interact the intermediation score with dummies for markets Ad and D to test whether
the coefficients are equal. HFT, Institutional and Retail are dummies for the trader type. Other traders are the
omitted trader type. Standard errors are in parentheses. * indicates significance at the 10% level, **at the 5% level,
and *** at the 1% level.
%liq prov. before - %liq provided after
Intermediation score x market Ad

Constant

2.98***
(0.49)

-3.21***
(0.56)
-3.04***
(0.55)
-0.11
(0.43)
-0.07
(0.16)
0.00
(0.86)
3.04***
(0.55)

Observations

895

895

Intermediation score x market D

-3.17***
(0.51)
-3.01***
(0.50)

HFT
Institutional
Retail
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Table IV: Regression on the impact of dark market maker volume on the change in dark market share
Table IV estimates the effect of the percentage of liquidity provided by dark pool market makers (DPMMs) in each of
the dark pools Ad and D on the change in market share for that market. Δmarketshare is the change in the average
per day market share of the venue (in % of dollar volume) from before to after the introduction of the MPIR.DPMM
Volume is the average per-day fraction of dollar volume provided by dark pool market makers for the security before
the introduction of the MPIR in the respective market. The regression is estimated for the cross-section of 92
securities, with two observations per security (one for market Ad and one for D). In the second specification, we
interact DPMM Volume with dummies for the respective venues. The estimates are not statistically different. Robust
standard errors are in parentheses. *indicates significance at the 10% level, **at the 5% level, and *** at the 1% level.

Δmarketshare

DPMM Volume

-0.06***
(0.005)

DPMM Volume × market Ad

-0.06***
(0.005)
-0.04***
(0.007)

DPMM Volume x market D

Observations

184
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184

Table V: Regression for the usage of trading venues by retail traders
Table V estimates the effect of the MPIR on the usage of venues by retail traders. The variables used are the per security per day retail trader marketable dollarvolume against dark orders and lit orders and non-marketable dollar volume that trades against marketable dark and lit orders; all variables are measured as a
percentage of all retail trader dollar-volume All trading against dark orders on marketplace A occurs in its dark pool facility Ad; all trading against lit orders on
marketplace A occurs in its lit limit order book Al. Being a dark pool, market D does not have any lit trading. For each measure, there are two columns. The first
column presents the pre-MPIR average of the respective measure per market, the second column displays the estimates of the effect of the MPIR. Independent
variables are dummy variables for each market interacted with the dummy for the introduction of the MPIR. VIX is the daily realization of the U.S. market
volatility index VIX, and CRCI the cumulative return on the commodity ETF GSG from August 24 to t. All regression specifications contain fixed effects for
securities and marketplaces. Standard errors are in parentheses and are clustered by time and security. * indicates significance at the 10% level, **at the 5%
level, and *** at the 1% level.
marketable against dark

marketable against lit

non-marketable dark

non-marketable lit

pre-MPIR
average

estimated
change

pre-MPIR
average

estimated
change

pre-MPIR
average

estimated
change

pre-MPIR
average

estimated
change

Market A x MPIR dummy

27.6

-18.49***

11.4

13.55***

0

-0.00

13.6

-0.29

Market B x MPIR dummy

0

-0.15

20.4

3.38***

0

-0.01

20.6

0.71

(1.22)

(0.96)

(0.12)
Market C x MPIR dummy

0

-0.15

Market D x MPIR dummy

1.5

0.12

(0.01)

(0.62)
3.4

(0.12)

1.04***

(0.01)
0

-0.00

0

0.00

(0.23)
n/a

VIX
CRCI

0

-0.15

(0.61)
0

(0.01)

(0.18)
other markets x MPIR dummy

(0.20)

0.10
(0.13)

n/a

(0.02)
1.5

-0.08

0

-0.00

0

0.11

(0.12)

(0.17)

(0.01)

(0.13)

-0.11***

0.03

0.03

0.08

(0.03)

(0.06)

(0.06)

(0.06)

-0.07**

0.01

0.01

0.05*

(0.03)

(0.04)

(0.04)

(0.03)
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Observations

29,071

29,071

35

29,071

29,071

Table VI: The effect of the MPIR on market quality by marketplace
Table VI presents the results of an estimation of the effect of the introduction of the minimum price improvement
rule on time-weighted depth and spreads for the three main lit markets Al, B and C (all lit trading on marketplace A
occurs in its lit limit order book). We estimate the effect for all three marketplaces simultaneously to capture whether
marketplaces are differently affected. The dependent variables are the time-weighted quoted spread in cents and in
basis points of the prevailing price, the log of share depth and the log of dollar-depth. Independent variables are
dummy variables for each market interacted with the dummy for the introduction of the MPIR. VIX is the daily
realization of the U.S. market volatility index VIX, and CRCI the cumulative return on the commodity ETF GSG from
August 24 to t. All specifications contain security and marketplace fixed-effects. Standard errors are in parentheses
and are clustered by time and security. * indicates significance at the 10% level, **at the 5% level, and *** at the 1%
level.

Market A x MPIR
Market B x MPIR
Market C x MPIR
VIX
CRCI

Observations

time-weighted quoted spread

time-weighted quoted depth

in cents

in BPS

in $ (logs)

in shares (logs)

0.09
(0.12)
-0.12*
(0.07)
-0.09
(0.12)
0.06**
(0.03)
-0.03*
(0.01)

0.61
(0.43)
-0.21
(0.29)
-0.14
(0.41)
0.26***
(0.10)
-0.09
(0.06)

0.17***
(0.03)
-0.03
(0.03)
0.05
(0.03)
-0.01**
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)

0.18***
(0.02)
-0.02
(0.03)
0.05**
(0.02)
-0.01
(0.00)
0.01
(0.00)

17,388

17,388

17,388

17,388
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Table VII: Instrumental variable regression on the impact of retail on quoted depth
Table VII tests whether the extent of retail trading causally affects posted depth. The estimation is performed in a
two-stage instrumental variable regression. The explanatory variable of interest is %mktble retail on Al of all mktble
retail, which is the ratio of marketable retail dollar volume traded on market Al to retail dollar volume across all
markets, per stock per day. We instrument this variable in the first stage by the average daily per-security pre-MPIR
market share of dark pool Ad in terms of dollar volume (%Admarketshare), interacted with the event dummy for
MPIR. The dependent variable quoted depth is measured as the natural logarithm of the time-weighted quoted dollar
depth at the best bid and offer prices on market Al. Ln(MCap) is the log of security i’s market capitalization, VIX is the
daily realization of the U.S. market volatility index VIX, and CRCI the cumulative return on the commodity ETF GSG
from August 24 to t. As first stage specification tests we include the Kleibergen-Papp underidentification statistic (and
its p-value) and a standard F-test statistic. Standard errors are in parentheses and are clustered by time and security.
* indicates significance at the 10% level, **at the 5% level, and *** at the 1% level
%mktble retail on Al of all mktble retail
Panel A: First Stage Regression
%Admarketshare x MPIR

2.14***
(0.01)

VIX

2.10***

2.19***

2.18***

(0.12)

(0.12)

(0.12)

0.204

0.31*

(0.17)

(0.16)

CRCI

Fixed effects

yes

yes

0.10

0.18

(0.11)

(0.12)

yes

yes

R-squared

0.39

0.39

0.39

0.40

Observations

5881

5881

5881

5881

Kleinbergen Paap rkLM

23.7

21.8

19.78

19.67

p-val for K-P

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

F-stat

34.4

204.9

193.4

144.5

0.01***

0.01***

0.01***

0.01***

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

quoted depth
Panel B: Second Stage Regression
% mktble retail on Al of all mktble retail
VIX
CRCI
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-0.01

-0.01**

(0.01)

(0.01)
-0.01

-0.01**

(0.00)

(0.00)

Table VIII: Regression on change in trading costs and benefits for retail traders
Table VIII estimates the effect of the introduction of the minimum price improvement rule on trading costs for retail
traders. We consider four measures: the effective spread, measured in basis points of the prevailing midpoint, that
retail traders pay for their marketable orders; the total amount of price improvement that retail traders receive in
market Ad relative to the NBBO in dollars; the price improvement per trade that retail traders receive in market Ad;
and the maker-taker fees that retail brokers pay per dollar traded, where this measure is computed as the total maker
rebates minus taker fees. VIX is the daily realization of the U.S. market volatility index VIX, and CRCI the cumulative
return on the commodity ETF GSG from August 24 to t. Panel A presents the pre-MPIR averages, Panel B presents the
estimated effect of the MPIR. All regression specifications contain security fixed-effects. Standard errors are in
parentheses and are clustered by time and security. * indicates significance at the 10% level, **at the 5% level, and
*** at the 1% level.

Dollar amount
price
improvement

Price
improvement per
trade

Maker-taker fees
per dollar traded
in bps

Panel A: Pre-MPIR average
1.5

$102.22

$0.64

-0.3

Panel B: Estimated effect
MPIR
0.04
(0.30)
VIX
0.02
(0.05)
CRCI
-0.03
(0.04)

-32.89***
(10.51)
-6.35**
(2.88)
-1.51
(2.43)

1.82***
(0.12)
0.01
(0.03)
0.00
(0.02)

-0.40***
(0.09)
0.00
(0.01)
0.02*
(0.01)

Observations

5,796

5,796

5,738

Effective spreads
in bps

5,771
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Table IX: Regression on change in returns to trading for HFTs and dark pool market makers
Table IX estimates the effect of the introduction of the minimum price improvement rule on trading costs and benefits
for HFT Dark Pool Market Makers and other Dark Pool Market Makers. We consider the returns to trading for HFTs and
the maker-taker fees per dollar traded, where this measure is computed as the total maker rebates minus taker fees.
Panels A and C present the pre-MPIR averages, Panels B and D present the estimated effects of the MPIR. MPIR is a
dummy variable for the change in regulation and is 0 before October 15, 2012, and 1 thereafter; VIX is the daily
realization of the U.S. market volatility index VIX, and CRCI the cumulative return on the commodity ETF GSG from August
24 to t. All regression specifications contain security fixed-effects. Standard errors are in parentheses and are clustered by
time and security. * indicates significance at the 10% level, **at the 5% level, and *** at the 1% level.

returns to trading
all venues

Ad and Al

Maker-taker fees per dollar traded in bps
Al

all venues

Ad and Al

Al

1.1

0.3

0.3

Panel A: pre-MPIR average for HFT Dark Pool Market Makers
1..2

-26.5

6.1

Panel B: estimated effect for HFT Dark Pool Market Makers
MPIR

VIX

CRCI

Observations

-157.39

-110.31

-115.76

0.30***

0.24***

0.24**

(140.17)

(138.89)

(135.75)

(0.11)

(0.07)

(0.07)

-88.06**

-.56.46*

-63.98*

0.02*

0.00

0.00

(43.29)

(36.81)

(37.98)

(0.01)

(0.00)

(0.00)

-61.84

-49.39

-49.31

0.01***

0.01***

0.01**

(39.27)

(31.95)

(33.24)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

5,792

5,792

5,792

5,781

5,781

5,781

0.0

-0.1

-0.1

Panel C: pre-MPIR average for other Dark Pool Market Makers
-59.5

-63.3

8.5

Panel D: estimated effect for other Dark Pool Market Makers
MPIR

VIX

CRCI

-64.35

-53.62

-8.74

0.49**

0.56***

0.56**

(56.89)

(60.25)

(25.39)

(0.25)

(0.24)

(0.24)

-17.86

-16.07

17.28**

-0.03

-0.03

-0.03

(16.53)

(16.81)

(7.08)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.03)

-46.78***

-44.55**

-13.04**

-0.11***

-0.10***

-0.10***

(19.55)

(19.76)

(5.00)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.03)
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Observations

5,792

5,792

5,792

4,803
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4,803

4,803

Table X: Regression for institutional trader fill rates
Table X presents estimation results for the effect of the introduction of the minimum price improvement rule on
buy-side traders’ fill rates for passive orders, as defined in Section V.C (equation (10)) and in Table VIII. All dark
trading on market A occurs in its dark pool facility Ad, all lit trading on market A occurs in its lit limit order book Al.
Market D is a dark pool and does not have lit trading. For each measure, there are two columns. The first column
presents the pre-MPIR average of the respective measure per market, the second column displays the estimates
of the effect of the MPIR. MPIR is a dummy variable for the change in regulation and is 0 before October 15, 2012,
and 1 thereafter; VIX is the daily realization of the U.S. market volatility index VIX, and CRCI the cumulative return
on the commodity ETF GSG from August 24 to t. All regression specifications contain security and marketplace
fixed-effects. Standard errors are in parentheses and are clustered by time and security. * indicates significance at
the 10% level, **at the 5% level, and *** at the 1% level.
lit
Pre-MPIR
average

dark
Estimated
change

Pre-MPIR
average

Estimated
change

0.13
(0.42)
0.26***
(0.10)
0.20**
(0.09)

3.9

1.59**
(0.71)
-0.28***
(0.09)
0.10
(0.11)

Panel A: All markets together
MPIR

10.8

VIX
CRCI

Observations

5,700

5,653

Panel B: By market
Market A

10.6

Market B

11.2

Market C

6.8

-0.78
(0.55)
0.44
(0.42)
-0.92**
(0.46)

0.21***
(0.08)
0.16**
(0.08)

4.14
(2.54)
0.44
(1.42)
1.84
(1.20)
3.54***
(0.93)
-0.18
(0.17)
0.51**
(0.20)

17,214

17,894

Market D
VIX
CRCI

Observations

13.3
7.7
8.1
3.4
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Table XI: Package characteristics for institutional traders
Table XI, Panel A reports package characteristics for institutional and other traders (i.e., non-high frequency, non-dark
market-making and non-retail traders.) The duration of the package is the number of (consecutive) days that the
package is traded. The number of trades is the number of transactions that are part of a package. The absolute value
of the order imbalance is the difference of buying and selling volume relative to all volume on the day before the
package starts trading. The percentage of volume of the package measure is computed relative to all volume that
trades on the days that the package trades. The percentage of buying and selling volume measures the package
volume relative to all buyer- and seller-initiated volume. The VIX is reported as it pertained on the first day of the
package; similarly the CRCI is the commodity index ETF GSG’s return since the beginning of the sample. Panel B
reports the implementation shortfall benchmarked against the first trade price and the volume weighted average
price. The sample includes 23,527packages and excludes pre-arranged block trades.

before

after

Panel A: Package characteristics
duration of package
number of trades in package
|order imbalance| in %
package volume / total volume in %
package volume/ selling volume in % for sales
package volume/ buying volume in % for buys
VIX (at day of first order in package)
CRCI

2.5
105.2
10.4
0.9
1.2
1.5
15.6
0.1

2.4
107.2
11.9
1.0
1.2
1.4
17.0
-4.1

Panel B: Mean implementation shortfall
Implementation shortfall against first trade price
Implementation shortfall against VWAP

-3.1
-0.2

-0.7
0.2
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Table XII: Regression on changes in implementation shortfall for institutional traders
Table XII estimates the effect of the introduction of the minimum price improvement rule on implementation shortfall
for institutional and other traders. Implementation shortfall is measured as the difference of the price achieved on the
package and the first trade price on the day the package began. All specifications contain security fixed-effects.
Standard errors are in parentheses and are clustered by time and security. * indicates significance at the 10% level,
**at the 5% level, and *** at the 1% level.

Implementation Shortfall

MPIR
duration of package
trades in package
VIX
package percentage
of sell volume
package percentage
of buy volume
return standard deviation
lagged order imbalance
"other"-dummy
buy-dummy
CRCI
package percent of volume
Constant

12.76*
(7.44)
-5.15**
(2.27)
0.01
(0.01)
-1.25
(1.65)

-1.21
(1.00)
-0.19
(0.14)
-148.79***
(54.08)
126.37***
(39.40)
1.20
(1.45)
-1.29
(2.87)
82.22**
(36.39)

Observations
23,527
Firm Fixed Effects
Yes
SE clustered by firm and date
SE clustered by firm, date and trader ID

20.36**
(8.32)
-9.51***
(2.50)
0.09***
(0.03)
-0.45
(1.76)
-26.15***
(7.68)
2.03
(1.91)
-1.20
(1.00)
-0.56***
(0.20)
-163.01***
(55.41)
63.80*
(36.33)
2.72
(1.76)

18.86**
(8.70)
-8.54**
(3.42)
0.09***
(0.03)
-0.44
(1.68)
-25.34***
(9.04)
2.08
(2.15)
-0.93***
(0.28)
-0.31
(0.20)
-162.80***
(57.81)
65.21*
(36.00)
2.51
(1.88)

18.86**
(8.70)
-8.54**
(3.42)
0.09***
(0.03)
-0.44
(1.68)
-25.34***
(9.04)
2.08
(2.15)
-0.93***
(0.28)
-0.31
(0.20)
-162.80***
(57.81)
65.21*
(36.00)
2.51
(1.88)

140.59***
(43.60)

133.41***
(45.20)

133.41***
(45.20)

23,527
Yes

23,527

23,527

Yes
Yes
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